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John West increases share of canned fish sales
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LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
Chilled fish taking bigger share of 2016 launch activity
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BRAND COMMUNICATION AND PROMOTION
Increase in 2015 advertising spending
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THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Eight in 10 people are fish and shellfish eaters
Being too expensive biggest barrier to eating fish
Product visibility important to buyers of fish
Strong demand for single-serve packs
Convenience products can add value to fish sales
A third of buyers interested in healthier coatings
Ease of preparation a big influence on choice
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High awareness of two portions of fish a week being healthy
Recipe ideas important for increasing fish consumption
FREQUENCY OF EATING FISH AND SHELLFISH
Eight in 10 people eat fish or shellfish
Figure 32: Usage of fish and shellfish, September 2016
Frozen fish eaten most widely, but chilled fish eaten more frequently
Eating shellfish more of an occasional indulgence
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REASONS FOR NOT EATING FISH MORE OFTEN/AT ALL
Price the biggest barrier to eating more fish
Figure 34: Reasons for not eating fish more often/at all, September 2016
Worries about bones a significant barrier to eating fish
More suggestions and advice on fish can help encourage eating
Promoting fish to cater for a wide range of individual tastes
Young people have more reasons for not eating fish
Figure 35: Repertoire of reasons for not eating fish more often or at all, September 2016
INTEREST IN FISH AND SHELLFISH PRODUCTS
Strong interest in seeing product through packaging
Figure 36: Products people are interested in seeing more of when shopping for fish/shellfish, September 2016
Single-serve packs enjoy strong appeal
Further interest in family-size packs
Strong demand for convenience in fish products
Making fish part of easy meals with pasta and rice
Interest in more breaded fish with healthier coatings
Influence of foreign cuisines drives interest in hot/spicy flavours
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS BUYING AND EATING FISH AND SHELLFISH
White fish appeals as a low-fat source of protein
Figure 37: Attitudes towards buying and eating fish and Shellfish, September 2016
Ease of preparation a big influence on choice of fish
Strong interest in suggestions of sustainable alternative fish options
Support for the UK fishing industry worth a price premium
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Methodology
Ease of preparation most important to parents
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS COOKING AND EATING FISH AND SHELLFISH
Promoting fish as a quick-to-cook meal option
Figure 40: Attitudes towards cooking and eating fish and shellfish, September 2016
High awareness of two portions of fish a week as healthy
Interest in suggestions for cheap meals using fish
Expanding the repertoire of eating occasions
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